The functional characterization of miRNAs is still an open challenge. Here, we present DIANA-miRPath v3.0 (http://www.microrna.gr/miRPathv3) an online software suite dedicated to the assessment of miRNA regulatory roles and the identification of controlled pathways. The new miRPath web server renders possible the functional annotation of one or more miRNAs using standard (hypergeometric distributions), unbiased empirical distributions and/or meta-analysis statistics. DIANA-miRPath v3.0 database and functionality have been significantly extended to support all analyses for KEGG molecular pathways, as well as multiple slices of Gene Ontology (GO) in seven species (Homo sapiens, Mus musculus, Rattus norvegicus, Drosophila melanogaster, Caenorhabditis elegans, Gallus gallus and Danio rerio). Importantly, more than 600 000 experimentally supported miRNA targets from DIANA-TarBase v7.0 have been incorporated into the new schema. Users of DIANA-miRPath v3.0 can harness this wealth of information and substitute or combine the available in silico predicted targets from DIANA-microT-CDS and/or TargetScan v6.2 with high quality experimentally supported interactions. A unique feature of DIANA-miRPath v3.0 is its redesigned Reverse Search module, which enables users to identify and visualize miRNAs significantly controlling selected pathways or belonging to specific GO categories based on in silico or experimental data. DIANA-miRPath v3.0 is freely available to all users without any login requirement.
INTRODUCTION
microRNAs (miRNAs) are short (∼23nt) non-coding transcripts that act as potent post-transcriptional regulators of gene expression. miRNAs identify their target RNAs through sequence complementarity and guide the RNAinduced silencing complex (RISC) in order to induce cleavage, degradation and/or translation suppression in the case of protein coding genes (1) . miRNAs exhibit a central regulatory role in animals and plants, controlling core biological processes and mechanisms. They are also actively researched as biomarkers and/or therapeutic targets for their involvement in numerous pathologies including cardiovascular diseases, pathogen infections, metabolic disorders and malignancies (2) .
In silico miRNA target prediction algorithms have been proven invaluable tools for the elucidation of miRNA function. Currently available state-of-the-art implementations can identify miRNA:gene interactions in 3 UTR as well as CDS regions, using complex physical models and/or machine learning approaches (2, 3) . However, even the most advanced methods still require experimental validation, since they exhibit a high number of false positive results. To this end, numerous low yield and high throughput wet lab techniques have been developed, that can be used to validate, explore and/or complement predicted results (4) .
These approaches have revealed the complex functional roles of miRNAs. Each miRNA can control up to dozens of genes, while multiple miRNAs have been also shown to collaborate in targeting extensive cellular processes and molecular pathways (5, 6) . The high number of miRNAs (e.g. in Homo sapiens already exceed 2500) poses a significant bottleneck to the elucidation of their functional impact. Multiple targets have to be taken into account, which can be present in numerous pathways. The complexity of the problem increases when assessing the combinatorial effect of multiple miRNAs. A series of functional analysis web servers and packages have been developed, in order to assist in the assessment of the functional impact of miRNAs on biological processes and pathways (2) . Some of the most commonly used applications, algorithms or methodologies include DIANA-miRPath (7), CORNA (8) , miRTar (9), miTalos (10), the miRNA function module of StarBase (11) or an enrichment analysis using miRNA targets in DAVID (12) .
The field is constantly evolving and surpassing impeding obstacles. However, a series of open problems still exists. A major hindrance is the lack of extensive experimentally validated miRNA:gene interaction datasets, which forces most available implementations to rely solely on in silico predicted interactions. As previously mentioned, even the most advanced miRNA target prediction algorithms exhibit high false positive rates (2) . miRNA:gene interactions form the foundation of such implementations and biases present in the prediction algorithms can be subsequently introduced to the derived results. Until now there are no available implementations providing miRNA:gene interaction datasets on a scale comparable to in silico predictions. Recently, Bleazar et al. also challenged the standard enrichment statistics approach (one-sided Fisher's exact test), which is a fundamental aspect of such algorithms (13) . In their work they have shown cases of bias existing in relevant enrichment analyses in Gene Ontology (GO) (14) and Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathways (15) using standard approaches. They have stressed the necessity for unbiased statistics that can derive biologically meaningful results and have proposed the use of empirical distributions, which bypasses the 'preference' of the hypergeometric test toward specific categories or pathways.
Finally, the assessment of combined miRNA action is still a topic of active research, since miRNA functional analyses are often performed following miRNA differential expression experiments. However, the simple algebraic combination of miRNA targets can often result to sets comprising thousands of genes that hinder the derivation of accurate statistics. Furthermore, by forming a superset of target genes, the information that some genes are repressed by multiple miRNAs is lost. Such scenarios are common, especially when performing functional analyses of differentially expressed miRNAs in a Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) or microarray experiment. For instance, the 39 miRNA test set analyzed by Bleazard et al. --which is a realistic number of miRNAs in a differential analysis settingcomprised ∼10 000 gene targets, a number comparable to the ∼15 000 annotated genes in GO (13) . This high number of targeted genes can reduce the biological significance of the functional analysis, since in the case of the example, two out of three genes in the GO gene universe are targeted. There is still a need for online implementations that can elegantly combine large numbers of miRNAs, while providing unbiased statistics.
In this manuscript, we present DIANA-miRPath v3.0, the new version of the DIANA-miRPath functional analysis online suite, which hosts numerous novel features, extensions and optimizations, including:
A) The use of predicted interactions derived from DIANAmicroT-CDS (3) and TargetScan 6.2 (16), as well as more than 600 000 experimentally supported interactions derived from DIANA-TarBase v7.0 (17); enabling for the first time experimentally supported miRNA functional annotation on a similar scale to in silico predictions. B) A new redesigned statistics engine that supports standard enrichment statistics (hypergeometric distributions), unbiased empirical distributions and/or metaanalysis statistics. C) A significant extension to the annotation database, enabling DIANA-miRPath v3.0 users to not only identify miRNAs controlling molecular pathways but also to perform miRNA function annotation using GO or GOSlim terms (14) , as well as to design publication-quality ad- The user interface has also been extended to support novel functionalities, while offering significantly more options than previous implementations. Its design, architecture and philosophy have been maintained, in order to minimize the learning curve of the transition to the new version for returning users. Specific details on the implemented algorithms, user interface and database schema are presented in detail in the following sections. Table 1 depicts a concise comparison between DIANA-miRPath v3.0 and relevant web servers.
METHODS AND RESULTS

Database schema
DIANA-miRPath v3.0 database has been extended to support features such as microRNA nomenclature history (18), a novel miRNA/gene name suggestion mechanism, as well as analysis support for seven species (H. sapiens, M. musculus, R. norvegicus, D. melanogaster, C. elegans, G. gallus and D. rerio). The new database schema incorporates KEGG pathways, as well as GO and GOSlim annotations, enabling functional annotation of miRNAs and miRNA combinations using all datasets, or their subsets (GO cellular component, biological processes or molecular function). Gene and miRNA annotations are derived from Ensembl (19) and miRBase (20) , respectively. Single nucleotide polymorphism locations and pathogenicity are derived from dbSNP (21) .
miRNA:gene interactions are derived from the in silico miRNA target prediction algorithms: DIANA-microT-CDS and TargetScan 6.2, the latter in both Context+ and Conservation modes. DIANA-microT-CDS is the fifth version of the microT algorithm (3). It is a highly accurate target prediction algorithm trained against CLIP-Seq datasets, enabling target prediction in 3 UTR and CDS mRNA regions. The user of DIANA-miRPath v3.0 can also utilize experimentally supported interactions from DIANATarBase v.7.0. TarBase v7.0 incorporates more than half (17) . The number of indexed interactions is 9-250-fold higher compared to any other manually curated database. The user of miRPath v3.0 can harness this wealth of information and substitute or combine in silico predicted targets with high quality experimentally validated interactions. Currently, this functionality is supported for H. sapiens and M. musculus and C. elegans, since most relevant wet-lab experiments correspond to these species. As more experimental data become available for other organisms in DIANA-TarBase, the experimentally supported functional analysis module will be further extended.
Algorithms and statistical methodologies
Implementation. DIANA-miRPath v3.0 interface has been implemented using PHP and JavaScript utilizing standardized web design patterns, like the Model-ViewController model. Analysis algorithms are implemented in R. All miRNA:gene interactions, annotation and metadata are stored in a MySQL relational database. Database indexing and caching techniques were used to accelerate query processing. Extensive interim results and queries that are often requested by the analysis algorithms are precalculated and stored for future uses, in order to diminish result calculation time and enable an application-like user experience, even in the most sophisticated analysis settings.
Statistics. DIANA-miRPath v3.0 extends the Fisher's Exact Test, EASE score (22) and False Discovery Rate (23) methodologies that were available in the statistics engine of the second version (24), with the use of unbiased empirical distributions. DIANA-miRPath implements an adaptation of the sampling algorithm presented by Bleazard et al. (13) . In brief, the algorithm samples without replacement from the set of all annotated miRNAs and extracts an empirical P-value, based on the proportion of simulations that produces an equal or greater KEGG/GO pathway/term overlap. The use of empirical distributions has been shown to change the scope of testing from gene level back to miRNA level and is robust against statistical biases present in GO or KEGG annotations (13) . DIANA-miRPath v3.0 extends this testing methodology with its meta-analysis statistics for the assessment of combined miRNA action. The meta-analysis algorithm enables the identification of pathways controlled by multiple miRNAs by examining each miRNA individually and subsequently combining the result probabilities and test statistics, as in meta-analysis studies (24) . This approach avoids the aforementioned pitfalls, while promoting pathways which are targeted concurrently by multiple miRNAs.
The statistics engine is highly customizable, depending on user needs. For instance, the user of DIANA-miRPath v3.0 can select between standard or robust statistics, combine results in gene (genes union or intersection) or pathways level (pathways union/intersection) in order to meet the specific requirements encountered in different research settings (e.g. exploratory versus focused functional analyses).
Reverse-search module. The new Reverse-Search Module enables users to perform powerful top-to-bottom queries: i.e. to identify miRNAs controlling specific pathways or those that belong to a specific GO category. DIANAmiRPath v3.0 users can select a pathway or GO category of interest from a suggestion-enabled free-text search box, Figure 1 . DIANA-miRPath v3.0 main user interface. Users can perform miRNA functional analyses in real-time using KEGG or Gene Ontology annotations [1] . Basic options [2] can be utilized to select the species or annotation subset to be included in the analysis. Users can restrain the interactions and statistics only to an expressed genes subset which can be uploaded using the optional Expressed genes filter menu [3] . Each miRNA and interactions dataset can be entered individually or by using a set up file [4] . Following the selection of miRNAs, further information regarding identified interactions and the targeted genes is presented in the miRNA matrix [6] . DIANA-miRPath v3.0 users can subsequently select the result merging algorithm [7] , advanced statistics options [8] , thresholds for predictions and p-values [9] , as well as the main statistics engine [10] . Options for advanced visualizations are presented below [11] . The results pane [12] shows information regarding targeted pathways/enriched GO categories, p-values, as well as the number of miRNAs and genes present in each term [13] . All links are active and lead to further information [14] . The details pane [15] offers information for each miRNA, individual targets and p-values [16] . The Reverse Search module [5] is always accessible directly from the main user interface. as well the in silico prediction algorithm for the detection of miRNA targets (microT-CDS or TargetScan 6.2). The web server identifies miRNAs targeting the selected pathway and ranks them according to their enrichment P-values. DIANA-miRPath v3.0 returns a list of targeted genes per miRNA belonging to the selected pathway, as well as a visualization of the pathway with special notations on targeted genes. Importantly, the incorporation of TarBase v7.0 targets in miRPath v3.0 allows users to perform an extensive functional meta-analysis of numerous NGS datasets and publications, in order to identify miRNAs targeting the selected pathway or belonging to a specific GO category based on experimental findings.
User interface, results presentation and visualizations. The user interface has been enhanced to support standard or sophisticated analyses using KEGG pathways or GO/GOSlim categories in real-time (Figure 1 ). DIANAmiRPath v3.0 users can select miRNAs for analysis, the source of interactions (microT-CDS/Targetscan or TarBase), parameterize predicted interactions (prediction threshold, use of conservation), choose the merging al- [1] and the interactions database [2] . The Reverse search module presents miRNAs [4] , enrichment P-values [5] and targeted genes [6] . The links and icons of miRNAs and genes are active and lead to further information and metadata. The pathway visualization link [7] leads to a KEGG pathway map depicting the selected pathway, as well as the miRNA targets with a special color notation. gorithm (genes or pathways level) and the statistics engine (Hypergeometric or Empirical distributions). Users can also decide whether to use more conservative statistics (DAVID's EASE score (22) ), as well as to control error rate due to multiple comparisons (Benjamini-Hochberg's FDR (23)). Furthermore, DIANA-miRPath enables the restriction of results and analyses only to an expressed mRNA subset.
The web server returns the outcome of the analysis in real-time. The user interface caters results in text format (targeted gene lists, enriched pathways and P-values), figures (pathway diagrams with marked targeted genes) and meta-data (miRNA/gene information, GO descriptions, hierarchy/ancestor diagrams), as well as active links to relevant database entries from miRBase, KEGG, Ensembl, GONuts (25) , AmiGO (26) and QuickGO (27) . It incorporates active links for miRNA, gene and functional related terms. Further information and metadata including miRNA MeSH term tag clouds, KEGG pathway graphs, interactive GO Visualizations from OLSVis (28) and graphs, are also supported. miRNA target lists have now been extended with prediction scores and specific notations for experimental support in cases of in silico predictions, while TarBase targets are accompanied with a description of the utilized validation method. DIANA-miRPath v3.0 acts also as a miRNA research hub, enabling users to extend their queries to other DIANA tools. For instance, these tools can be used to identify all predicted/experimentally supported targets for a specific miRNA in mRNAs or lncRNAs using microT, TarBase and lncBase (29) , respectively. The user of miRPath v3.0 can also utilize the SNP module to identify pathogenic SNPs on in silico predicted binding sites.
The new visualization module is now able to support the creation of publication-quality miRNA/pathway/GO/GOSlim dendrograms and miRNA versus GO/GOSlim/KEGG entries heatmaps ( Figure  2 ). The latter functionalities are powerful exploratory tools, enabling the identification of miRNAs belonging to similar functional categories or the identification of categories/pathways characterized or controlled by similar miRNAs. The interface of the Reverse Search module has also been redesigned and extended with novel functionalities ( Figure 3) . The new version provides enrichment statistics, as well as targeting visualizations, in order to assist in the assessment of miRNA function in selected pathways or GO categories. A detailed use-case example can be found in the provided Supporting material.
CONCLUSION
As we learn more about miRNA:gene interactions, the in silico analysis tools and applications mature and grow, in order to support more demanding research scenarios. The third version of DIANA-miRPath combines leading state of the art target prediction algorithms, with the most extensive manually curated miRNA:gene interaction dataset to date, in order to chart the miRNA target search space. The new user interface enables extensive parameterization and tailor-made analyses, with selection options spanning
